(FS) is quite ubiquitous, e.g. in layered cuprates [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and iron-based superconductors [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] with their high critical temperatures, T c 's, and peculiar physical properties, which makes them important research objects. Layered dichalcogenides constitute another testing ground for the studies of the competition between and the coexistence of Cooper pairing and charge density waves (CDWs) [8, 15, 24, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , the latter being the most typical kind of the electron spectrum instability. CDWs are accompanied by periodic (commensurate or incommensurate) crystal lattice distortions (PCLDs) 
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The competition between superconductivity and other instabilities of the electron spectrum is a well-known phenomenon, which is interesting from both the theoretical and utilitarian viewpoints [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Such a struggle for the Fermi surfacecaused by Coulomb forces [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . The combined manifestations of CDWs and PCLDs have been a hot research topic during the last decades.
The existence of CDWs in high-T c oxides has been recently confirmed by various experimental methods, including direct scanning-tunnel-microscopy (STM) and x-ray diffraction ones. In particular, CDWs were revealed in holedoped La 2−xBax CuO 4 [49] , YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7−δ [16, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , Bi 2 Sr 2−xLax CuO 6+δ [61] , (Bi, Pb) 2 Sr 2 CuO 6+δ [62] , and Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCuO 8+δ [16, 56, [63] [64] [65] [66] cuprates, as well as in electron-doped Nd 2−x Ce x CuO 4 ones [67] . The observed CDWs have either a unidirectional (stripe-like) or a bidirectional (checkerboard-like) structure.
As a rough guide, the interplay between CDWs and superconductivity can be considered as a peculiar superposition of the mean-field orderings. However, the CDW structures are often not truly long-range ones, possibly due to the intrinsic disorder of cuprates [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] . Moreover, dynamical fluctuations might be essential in the description of high-T c CDW superconductors [78] [79] [80] [81] . The former factor was taken into account by us earlier [82] [83] [84] [85] , while studying quasiparticle tunneling in junctions involving cuprates. The calculations revealed a substantial smearing of CDW-driven peaks, in accordance with the experiment, where the apparent CDWrelated energy gap values are widely scattered [70, [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] . Of course, a wide distribution of CDW gaps (which, in our interpretation, are no more than the famous pseudogaps [13, 17, 22, 68, [95] [96] [97] [98] ) manifests itself in other experiments dealing with high-T c oxides as well. As for the fluctuation character of CDWs, its detection needs thorough measurements in the time domain, similar to those already made in cuprates and other superconductors [79, [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] .
In this article, we are going to study the coexistence of superconductivity and CDWs by calculating quasiparticle current-voltage characteristics (CVCs) of the so-called break junctions (BJs) [86, [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] . While theoretically investigating high-T c superconductors with CDWs, one should choose a definite symmetry for the superconducting order parameter. This is an enduring challenge, because the required experimental data are ambiguous. The majority of the researchers in the field concerned are inclined to the viewpoint that the d x 2 −y 2-symmetry describes the totality of experimental data more adequately than the conventional s-wave one does [115] [116] [117] [118] . However, quasiparticle tunneling in the c-axis direction, i.e. perpendicular to the layers, testifies that there exists at least a small s-wave contribution to the actual superconducting order parameter [119] [120] [121] .
Recently, an additional evidence [122] appeared supporting the isotropic-gap scenario for at least the most popular cuprate oxide Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ. Namely, the generation of terahertz ac Josephson radiation in superconducting Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ mesas revealed a strong narrow 2.4 THz mode, which corresponds to the well-determined gap value. This feature agrees with the results of earlier phonon-spectroscopy studies on a number of Bi-based cuprates [123] . At the same time, STM measurements on well-prepared Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ films demonstrated two-gap patterns that are most probably a consequence of CDW coexistence with superconductivity [124] . The cited authors identified the inner gap with the superconducting order parameter. The U-like shape of the corresponding conductance profile was considered to be an indicator of s-wave symmetry. Those results and arguments should be taken quite seriously into account, although they are not a direct proof of the purely isotropic superconductivity in cuprates.
Hereafter, in view of the long-standing controversy, we assume the superconductivity to be a merely d x 2 −y 2-wave one, fully recognizing that this choice may be only an approximation to the reality. The main reason in favor of such a choice consists in that phase-sensitive experiments testify to the d-wave picture [115] [116] [117] [118] . Note that, since the conventional CDW pairing is isotropic but acts within narrow sectors of the Fermi surface (FS) [20] [21] [22] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] , its interplay with the d-wave background should lead to some pronounced effects, which, as we hope, will be easy to reveal.
Earlier we studied the quasiparticle currents J(V) and their conductance spectra G(V), where V is the bias voltage, for the experimental setup when the current flew in the caxis direction, common for both electrodes. This type of tunneling between the ab-planes of oxides is incoherent, i.e. the quasiparticle momentum k, where k is the quasiparticle wave vector and Planck's constant, is not conserved. The obtained CVCs revealed both superconductivity-and CDW-related features [83] [84] [85] . However, the BJ tunneling in high-T c oxides (perpendicularly to the c-axis) is quite different [114, [136] [137] [138] , because it is concentrated in the ab-plane (at least predominately [139] ) and should be coherent similarly to the Josephson current in the same configuration [115, 117, [140] [141] [142] . Unfortunately, this problem has not been studied properly. In particular, directionality effects [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] were not duly taken into account in the cited works. This statement concerns not only tunneling in the presence of CDWs but also in their absence. Therefore, here we analyzed the tunnel current and tunnel conductance for BJs including CDW and non-CDW d-wave superconductors in the coherent approximation. Charge and superconducting orderings were considered in the mean-field approximation, and the calculations of the d-wave superconducting, Δ, and dielectric (CDW), Σ, order parameters were carried out self-consistently [148] .
The calculations were made for both the checkerboard and unidirectional CDWs, the results differing mainly quantitatively. CVCs for CDW-free d-wave superconductors were used as a reference point to distinguish CDW-driven effects. The latter are also interesting per se, since layered pure dwave superconductors may be found as materials not liable to CDW-PCLD instabilities. The results described below show that the coherence of tunneling and directionality effects are crucial for the formation of CVCs in break junctions. Those CVCs do not look like textbook s-wave [149] or d-wave [150] ones. CDWs add to their complexity and, in such a way, can be detected in BJ experiments.
Theoretical background

Hamiltonian and order parameters
Our mean-field treatment is based on the theoretical model suggested earlier for d-wave superconductors partially gapped by CDWs [7, 83, 147, 148] . In this model, the superconducting order parameter is a Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer-like (BCS-like) d x 2 −y 2 one, whereas the CDW order parameter possesses the s-wave symmetry and appears only on the nested (dielectrized) FS sections below the critical temperature, T s , which is usually larger than T c . The dielectrically gapped FS portion includes either N = 4 (bidirectional or checkerboard structures) or 2 (unidirectional or stripe structures) sectors. Note that nematicity in high-T c oxides is inherent not only to the CDW phenomenon. It was also found in the electron conductivity properties of La 2−xSrxCuO4 at temperatures far above T c , which are most probably even higher than that of pseudo gap appearance [151] .
The Hamiltonian of the d x 2 −y 2-wave superconductor with CDWs (dSCDW) has the form
where
Here, ξ i (k) is the quasiparticle spectrum in the normal phase (above the highest of the both critical temperatures, T c and T s ); the d-wave superconducting, ∆ (k), and CDW (di electric), Σ (k), order parameters are explained below; a † and a are the creation and annihilation operators, respectively; σ is the quasiparticle spin projection. The CDWs are described by the vector(s) Q, and the notations 'd' and 'nd' mark the di electrically gapped (dielectrized) and non-gapped (nondielectrized) FS sections, respectively.
The complex CDW order parameter equals Σ 0 (T)e iϕ (here, ϕ is the CDW phase). It is assumed to be k-independent, i.e. constant (s-wave), within any of N dielectrically gapped sectors, the bisectrices of which are directed along either of the mutually perpendicular k x and k y axes. Each of the sectors spans the angle 2α. In the parent (non-superconducting) CDW state, the CDW order parameter magnitude Σ 0 (T = 0) = π γ T s0 , where γ = 1.78 . . . is the Euler constant, the Boltzmann constant k B = 1, and T s0 = T s , because the pure CDW state is described by the BCS-like equations of s-wave symmetry [6, 152, 153] . Therefore, the dielectric order parameter has the conventional s-wave Mühlschlegel temperature dependence
where Mü s (x) is the well-known reduced (Mü s (0) = 1) function. The angle θ in the two-dimensional k-plane is reckoned from the k x axis. The quantity Σ 0 (T, θ) spanning the whole FS can be expressed using the angular factor f Σ (θ), which is equal to unity inside and zero outside each sector. Specifically, Σ 0 (T, θ) can be presented as follows:
The parent pure (CDW-free) BCS d x 2 −y 2-wave superconductor (dBCS) [150] is characterized by the order parameter ∆ 0 (0) at T = 0 and the critical temperature T c0 = γ √ e 2π ∆ 0 (0), where e is the base of natural logarithm. The order parameter lobes are oriented in the k x and k y directions, i.e. in the same (antinodal) directions as the bisectrices of CDW sectors. The profile ∆ 0 (T, θ) in the k-space also has the factorized form
with another angular factor
Here,
ducting order parameter dependence [150] . In the mixed phase, when CDWs and superconductivity coexist and compete (hereafter, we call this phase SCDW), the order parameter dependences Σ(T) and ∆(T) differ from those inherent to the parent states, i.e. Σ 0 (T) and ∆ 0 (T), respectively [148, 154] . The resulting self-consistent set of gap equations, which determines Σ(T) and ∆(T) for the given set of the input model parameters (∆ 0 (0), Σ 0 (0)-for brevity, they are denoted below as ∆ 0 and Σ 0 , respectively-α, and N) has the form obtained earlier [7, 148, 154, 155] , which is given below for completeness
(11) Here,
is the Mühlschlegel integral of the BCS theory. The angle Ω equals π for N = 2 and π 2 for N = 4. Because of the order parameter competition, one of the initial critical temperatures, T c0 or T s0 , is reduced to its actual value, T c < T c0 (with T s = T s0 ) or T s < T s0 (with T c = T c0 ), depending on whether T c0 < T s0 or T c0 > T s0 , respectively. In high-T c oxides and other known CDW superconductors, the observed superconducting critical temperatures are lower than their dielectric counterparts: T c < T s [6, 7, 9, 11, 24, [156] [157] [158] [159] .
On the dielectrized (d) FS sections, the intertwining of two order parameters leads to the emergence of a combined gap of twofold origin and no definite symmetrȳ
whereas the 'purely' superconducting gap ∆ (T, θ) exists on the remaining nd part of the FS. The overall angle-dependent gap spanning the whole FS (called by us the gap rose, see figure 1 ) can be written in the form
Our phenomenological approach to the CDW pairing originates from and has its microscopic justification in the electron-phonon (Peierls) [4-6, 45, 160-163] and electronhole (Coulomb, excitonic) [4-6, 24, 161, 164-166] scenarios. Both theoretical models have been extensively studied and discussed for decades [4-7, 9, 11, 161, 163] . The problem consists in their applicability to specific superconducting low-dimensional materials prone to the CDW instability, in particular, cuprates [11, 49, 154, [167] [168] [169] , trichalcogenides [9, 170] and dichalcogenides [24, 34, 35, 161] . Indeed, the existence of the nested FS sections [161, 163] (or some kind of hidden nesting [171] [172] [173] ) is not enough to guarantee a phase transition into the CDW state, because the divergence of the polarization operator [174] can be cancelled out if one takes into account its renormalization by many-body correlations [161, [175] [176] [177] . A similar renormalization, which is more familiar, concerns itinerant (Stoner-Wohlfarth) magnetics, where the magnetic susceptibility is enhanced by the Coulomb interaction leading to either ferromagnetic (Q = 0) or spin-density-wave (Q = 0) states [178] .
As was indicated in Introduction, the very existence of CDW-PCLD distortions in cuprates is beyond any doubt. On the other hand, their origin as a consequence of the FS section nesting, as well as the development of the giant Kohn anomaly [45, 161, 174, 179] , needs to be conclusively proved by further experiments. Anyway, the observed analogy [8, 24, 36, [180] [181] [182] between high-T c oxides, on the one hand, and dichalcogenides with their huge CDWs and high T s 's, on the other hand, testify that this scenario is quite realistic. Of course, the role of electron-electron correlations may be important as well [24, 163, 176] . Nevertheless, the foregoing discussion indicates that our phenomenological model rests on strong theoretical and empiric foundations.
The mean-field approach was adopted for both order parameters. This is quite suitable for s-wave superconductors [183] , but might be too crude for their d-wave counterparts because of their small coherence length ξ, not to talk about their CDW background. However, the measured temperature dependences of superconducting gaps have typical mean-field forms (in the reduced variables!), being similar to both d-and s-symmetries [7, 22, 148, 154, 184] . Furthermore, considering combined gaps in which the CDW contribution dominates (as was indicated above, since the superconducting order parameter spans over the whole FS, such gaps are always determined by the both order parameters), small observed ξ's for CDWs do not substantially distort the mean-field form of the normalized Mühlschlegel-like T-dependence for the dielectric order parameter. For instance, such a behavior was recently observed in tetragonal HgBa 2 CuO 4+δ [185] .
Quasiparticle currents in break junctions
In this work, we restrict the consideration to the study of quasi particle tunneling in the ab plane (the set-up appropriate to BJs) between two pieces of the same oxide crystal; the latter is assumed to be a d-wave SCDW (dSCDW). Experimental CVCs so measured [136] differ substantially from their counter parts obtained in the 'c-axis' experimental configuration. As is demonstrated below, the theoretical CVCs obtained in the framework of our approach also differ rather strongly from the dependences calculated for the case of 'c-axis' tunneling [83] [84] [85] 155] . It should be noted that, although BJs are most often prepared from single crystals in such a manner that the observed Josephson or quasiparticle tunneling should occur along the CuO 2 planes [137, 186, 187] , the crystals can be easily (unintentionally) cleaved along the ab planes during the junction processing, so that there is a large probability for a c-axis-directed tunneling junction to be formed [139] . High-T c -oxide BJs can also be intentionally produced to ensure tunneling along the c-axis with clear-cut gap-edge features [188] .
To describe some of the parameters used in our model, we should consider the BJ fabrication and its consequences in some detail. A single high-T c crystal is broken along the c-axis. Nevertheless, the surfaces of the pieces obtained are not atomically smooth planes, but are characterized by a very complicated rough relief: randomly arranged valleys and ridges. After the sample is broken, the both obtained pieces are moved closer to each other until the tunnel current becomes noticeable. It is most probably that the current channel emerges between a pair of points (or a few channels between a few point pairs) located across the inter-electrode gap. It is evident that the latter cannot be considered as a flat interlayer with a constant thickness. Moreover, due to the complicated relief of both junction banks, one cannot expect that the points at the current channel ends adjoined before the fracture. Therefore, the orientation of each of the high-T c oxide pieces with respect to the relevant electrode edge can be arbitrary. Figure 2 schematically illustrates this situation. As was decribed in the previous section, the spatial orientation of each electrode can be fixed by indicating the direction of the corresponding vector k x . But the orientations of both 0-and V-electrodes may not coincide with those of the fracture sides, the latter playing the role of the current channel ends. Therefore, we suppose that the angles γ and γ describing the orientation of electrodes (vectors k x and k x , respectively) with respect to the current channel direction (the vector n) may vary within a rather wide interval −90
In the case N = 4, the vectors k x and k y in both electrodes become equivalent, and the corresponding interval of their possible orientations is −45
It is important to notice that, in the case of several current channels, the registered current is the sum of several (an unknown number!) current contributions with different weights. Therefore, the task of CVC interpretation becomes rather problematic taking into account the diversity of CVC profiles that are demonstrated below. That is why one of the aims of this work is to find possible components of the overall experimental CVCs. In other words, every calculated CVC corresponds to a single current channel between two identical dSCDWs differently oriented with respect to the BJ.
All those speculations concern not only the exper imentally preferential tunneling [139] in the ab-plane. Actually, as was indicated above, the current paths lie off two dimensions. Therefore, current channels may arise not only in the ab-plane. As a result, the CVCs of the 'ab'-and 'c'-types may be superimposed, which makes the task of CVC interpretation much more difficult. A reasonable solution in this situation is to seek for CVC peculiarities that are independent of the electrode orientation.
Actually, the quasiparticle conductances of BJs descending from the same crystal batch may demonstrate a certain variety corresponding to different tunnel directions with respect to the crystal axes and some kind of gap-averaging in the lateral junction plane [86] . It seems reasonable that broken polycrystalline samples may exhibit a mixture of along-c-axis and in-ab-plane properties of G(V) but with the same gap positions, as was shown, e.g. for Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCuO 8+δ [188] .
In the framework of the conventional approach [189] , the current J(V) between a normal metal and a superconductor or between two superconductors is a functional of the products G 1 G 2 , where G i means the so-called normal Green's function of the ith electrode. In our case, G i denote the 'normal' Green's functions of the dSCDW. Since the electron spectrum in both BJ electrodes (the latter are two pieces of the same initial sample) is CDW-gapped, the identification as 'normal' for Green's functions is a matter of convention. Indeed, in addition to the ordinary normal Green's functions of the SCDW, which are proportional to the averages a † i,k,σ a i,k,σ , one must take into account Green's function G ib generated by electron-hole pairing and proportional to the average [165, 190] . This 'normal' quantity can also be called 'anomalous', since it contains the CDW order param-
iϕ as a factor, in the same way as the Gor'kov Green's function F is proportional to the factor ∆ (k), i.e. the superconducting order parameter [189, 191] . Hence, the function G ib plays an important role in the quasiparticle tunneling both between normal and superconducting partially dielectrized CDW metals [192] [193] [194] .
As was indicated above, we assume that quasiparticle tunneling proceeds in the ab-plane of both dSCDW electrodes (as is nominally appropriate to break-junctions [86, 109, 137, 188] ). We also consider the tunneling process to be coherent and take into account tunnel directionality [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] . Here, the coherent character of tunneling is supported by experiments for Josephson tunneling [140] [141] [142] , and both coherence and directionality turn out crucial to make the actual CVC substantially different from its counterpart in the incoherent case appropriate to the c-axis-directed current [85, 155] . On the basis of the adopted assumptions, the formulas for the quasiparticle tunnel current can be obtained in the conventional way [189, 191] and similarly to our earlier calculations made for other cases dealing with both s-wave and d-wave SCDWs [6, 82, [194] [195] [196] [197] . As in the previous treatments, the phenomenological tunnel-Hamiltonian approach was used [198] . All properties of tunnel barrier were incorporated into a single constant R describing the barrier resistance in the normal state.
Since tunneling quasiparticles are confined to the ab plane, we include the directionality factor and the angles γ and γ between the a-axes of crystalline electrodes and the vector n oriented perpendicularly to the junction plane. The studied BJ configuration is depicted in figure 2 . Some misorientation between the BJ electrode axes was experimentally found in YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7−δ [109] . Taking into account the relevant parameters in the same manner as was done earlier when calculating the Josephson current [147] and using the same notations, we arrive at the following formula for the coherent current J ab (V) across the BJ:
Here, e is the elementary charge. The quantity
is the Fermi-distribution-related factor, whereas the P functions describe electrodes. The primed quantities are associated with the electrode under the potential V (the V-electrode); the other (earthed) electrode will be referred to as 0-electrode. In particular, for the 0-electrode,
where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step-function. The CDW phase ϕ is usually pinned by the junction interface and acquires a value of 0 or π (see discussion in [6, 7] ), and D (T, θ) and Σ (T, θ) are the gap and CDW-order-parameter profiles on the Fermi surface described by formulas (13) and (15), respectively. For P (ω − eV, θ ), the variable ω in formula (18) has to be changed to ω − eV , and all other parameters, but T, have to be primed, i.e. associated with the V-electrode. The peculiar term in the brackets of equation (18) is generated by the electron-hole-pairing Green's function G ib , discussed above. It was first applied to tunneling between Peierls insulators [199] and leads to the CVC asymmetry in non-symmetric junctions involving SCDWs [192, 195] . For truly symmetric junctions, such terms are present in the constituent current components, but they become mutually compensated from equations of type (16) for the tunnel currents. The coherent character of tunneling means that the integration in the momentum space is carried out over the single angle variable θ. In the framework of the tunnel Hamiltonian method, we should summarize all current contributions between the quasiparticle states in the 0-electrode (the variable θ) and the V-electrode (the variable θ ), i.e. we should integrate over the product of two momentum spaces. The integration over θ is reduced by introducing the function
The origin of two directionality factors cos θ and W(θ) was discussed earlier while studying both the quasiparticle and Josephson currents [11, 145, 147, [200] [201] [202] [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] . The discussion of this issue will be continued in the next section.
Tunnel directionality
The coefficient cos θ in equation (16) [201, 202] ), which are proportional to the number of electron attempts to penetrate through the barrier [208] . The multiplier cos θ makes allowance for only the normal projection of the quasiparticle motion with respect to the tunnel junction plane while calculating the total tunnel current through the junction [205, 208, 209] .
The quantity W(θ) is the barrier penetration factor [144, 209, 210] , which we assume to be energy-independent, so that
where the coefficient A is identical for all relevant ω's in integral (16) . As a result, the factor A, can be factorized out to form, together with other pre-integral multipliers, the normalstate junction resistance, R. The factor cos θ, together with the function Y(θ) (formula (19) ), makes the contribution of a tunneling quasiparticle into the total current dependent on the angle at which the quasiparticle transverses the junction. This is the so-called tunnel directionality [23, [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] 204] . The crucial role of the tunnel directionality, which has been perceived long ago, can be especially spectacular for the BJ tunneling. Indeed, the voltage dependences of the tunnel conductance G(V), i.e. the CVCs, are often used to determine the superconducting energy gaps and pseudogaps, whatever the nature of the latter, in the junction electrodes [137, [211] [212] [213] . However, the restrictions imposed by tunnel directionality on the current formation in the BJ configuration may make the results ambiguous. Specifically, the contributions of those Fermi surface sections that fall outside the 'tunneling cone' ( |θ| > θ 0 , see figure 2 ) can be effectively 'cut off', so that the spectral peculiarities associated with the FS peculiarities located in the 'cut-off' sections will weakly (or will not at all) manifest themselves in actual CVCs. Below we will illustrate this circumstance. The exact form of the directionality function Y(θ) is not known. Therefore, we tried several of them. 
The selected phenomenological model completely suppresses the contributions of the FS sections falling beyond the tunneling cone θ 0 to the CVC. It was done in order to make the directionality effect more pronounced. Anyway, the character of tunnel directionality [23, [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] 204] is satisfactorily described by simple function (20) . It is clear that, in the framework of the model concerned, the importance of certain FS sections in the CVC formation strongly depends on the orientation of the BJ electrode crystal lattices relative to the current channel. Since we consider nominally symmetric junctions between two identical dSCDWs, the common superconducting order parameter amplitude ∆ 0 was chosen as the energy scale and used to present the results in the normalized dimensionless form.
Results of calculations and discussion
Preliminary remarks
The large number of model parameters in the problem concerned makes its complete and comprehensive analysis rather a hard task. Therefore, we confine the consideration to some parameter sets, which we believe to be illustrative enough. As was marked above, the experimental quasiparticle tunnel CVC for a BJ can be the sum of a few contributions with different weights. The results presented below undoubtedly demonstrate how diverse those contributions can be.
It is easy to see that all parameters having the dimensionality of energy (these are the both order parameters and the combined gap) for the dSCDW can be normalized by the parameter ∆ 0 : δ = ∆/∆ 0 , σ = Σ/∆ 0 . Accordingly, the 'parent' parameter set (∆ 0 , Σ 0 , α) can be reduced to (σ 0 , α). This normalization is all the more reasonable because the BJ electrode are pieces of the same dSCDW, and, hence, they are supposed to be described by the same parameter set (σ 0 = σ 0 , α = α ). Using the parameter ∆ 0 , we also introduce the dimensionless bias voltage v = eV/∆ 0 .
More specifically, we selected the sets σ 0 = (1, 1.3) and α = (5
• , 10 • , 20
• ) for the 'parent' parameters (σ 0 , α) of electrodes as the reference ones (the value δ 0 = 1 is implied). We chose them to illustrate the CVC behavior for the different ratios between the 'actual' order parameter magnitudes, δ < σ or δ > σ. The self-consistent values of the parameters δ and σ at the zero temperature, T = 0 K, which govern the CVC form, are quoted in table 1 for both CDW configurations ( N = 2 and 4). In table 1, we also quote the values of D -function (13) at specific gap-rose points. The latter are specific points in the dSCDW quasiparticle spectrum and manifest themselves in the quasiparticle CVCs.
In some cases, we illustrate the influence of CDWs on a specific quasiparticle CVC by calculating the corresponding CVC for a BJ prepared from a reference pure dBCS. The latter has the same superconducting order parameter δ calculated for its dSCDW counterpart at the given temperature in the framework of the self-consistent scheme [148, 154] adopted here, but is free of CDWs (σ 0 = 0). The corresponding gap rose is depicted in figure 1 as no-CDW. We will also call such CVCs as no-CDW ones. As a rule, the CDW influence looks like a distortion of the corresponding no-CDW CVCs. However, attention should be paid to the fact that tunnel directionality makes CVCs very different from those obtained in the noncoherent scenario (independent integration over θ and θ in the formula for the tunnel current) and neglecting tunnel directionality (the function Y(θ) = const in equation (19) , and the multiplier cos θ is put equal to unity in equation (16)). In the latter case, we obtain the CVCs shown in figure 3 [150] , which will be further used for comparison.
For convenience, the temperature was normalized by the real superconducting critical temperature T c rather than its parent value T c0 (see discussion in section 2.1), i.e. t = T/T c . The difficulty consists in that T c has not such a simple relationship with the actual order parameters as its counterpart T c0 has with the parent ones.
The quasiparticle tunnel current J (see equation (16)) in the dimensionless form looks like j = 1 eR∆0 J . We are interested in the tunnel conductance G = dJ/dV and its dimensionless analog g = R dJ/dV that equals dj/dv (see the definition of v above). As was done in our previous works [155, 197] , we simulated the routine of finding g by calculating the finite difference
The differentiation step was put equal to ∆v = 0.001. The basic value of the directionality-cone opening θ 0 was selected to be rather narrow, θ 0 = 10 • , in order to make the directionality effects more pronounced. One should pay attention that the parameter θ 0 determines the θ-interval beyond which all allowed current contributions are strictly nullified. At the same time, the bell-shaped profile of Y(θ) additionally suppresses contributions with θ-values located near the interval ends. The half-width of the peak equals about 10°, so that the directionality angle of 'effective' tunneling equals about 5° in this case.
The dielectric order parameter phase ϕ is considered equal to π. It is done for definiteness, although the intrinsic origin and the sign of the phase ϕ is not known. However, a possible loss of symmetry with respect to the sign of V in nonsymmetric junctions with one normal or superconducting metallic electrode, gapped by CDWs, is beyond any doubt. It was observed in a number of high-T c oxides by STM measurements [214] [215] [216] [217] [218] [219] .
Zero temperature
Typical BJ experiments are carried out at the temperature T = 4.2 K, which is much lower than T c 's for the majority of high-T c oxides. Temperature-induced effects (smearing) do not manifest themselves near the absolute zero, so it seems reasonable first to calculate quasiparticle tunnel CVCs for T = 0 K.
Directionality.
To emphasize the role of directionality, it is instructive to present a series of G(V) dependences for different angles θ 0 , which in essence comprises the influence of the effective current channel length distance L between BJ electrodes, the relationship between θ 0 and L being far from non-linear [144, 147, 200] . Let us first consider the most trivial case when the electrodes (their active regions at the current channel ends) are not rotated with respect to each other. The CVC for the electrode orientation γ = γ = 0
• with respect to the current channel is demonstrated in figure 4(a) . Here, the parent CDWs and superconductivity were taken to be equally strong (σ 0 = 1). The other parameters are N = 4 and α = 10
• (see the relevant parameters of gap rose in table 1. Figure 4 
(b) is the no-CDW variant of panel (a).
Attention is attracted by the fact that the CVC character changes from the s-wave one at strong directionality (relatively large inter-electrode distances corresponding to small θ 0 's) to those similar (only similar!) to a V-like CVC for a non-symmetric tunnel junction between a dBCS and a normal metal (see figure 3(a) ), although now the junction is perfectly symmetrical including the electrode orientations. Therefore, any attempt to make a definite conclusion on the actual order parameter symmetry from the apparent BJ quasiparticle CVCs seems to be not compelling. At the same time, the comparison of both panels makes the CDW influence on CVCs evident. For the selected CDW parameter set, CDW gapping leads to the steep fall and subsequent recovery of the smooth superconductivity-driven G(V). This conclusion is confirmed by two facts. Firstly, this effect is absent a small θ 0 , since in this case only a smooth arc around the apex of the gap rose lobe takes part in the current formation, whereas the section BC (see figure 1) is left beyond the tunnel cone θ 0 . Secondly, the 'eV-width' of this peculiarity, if the latter takes place, is driven by the difference D (B) −D(C) between the combined gap values (see equation (13)) at the indicated points, i.e. by the value of the parameter σ.
However, another CDW effect on quasiparticle CVCs remained hidden in figure 4 due to the correlated (γ = γ ) electrode orientations. Let one of the crystalline electrodes, for instance, the V-one, be rotated in such a way that γ = 45
• . The CVC profiles change their form drastically, as is displayed in figure 5 . At small θ 0 's, the CVCs are apparently s-wave ones and imitating those for non-symmetric junctions. Indeed, the V-electrode is gapless inside the θ 0 -opening. As a consequence, the separation between the coherent peaks is 2∆, appropriate to the S-I-N (S, I, and N stand for a superconductor, an insulator, and a normal metal, respectively) configuration, instead of the 4∆, as it should be in the truly symmetric S-I-S junctions. When θ 0 grows, this feature survives up to θ 0 = 90
On the other hand, the peaks are shifted towards larger biases, and the CVC form is distorted tending to the dwave pattern. The apparently S-I-N conductances were found, e.g., in BJ experiments for La 1.85 Sr 0.15 CuO 4 single crystals broken perpendicular to the tetragonal (1 1 0) direction [220] .
The comparison of the CDW-containing (panel (a)) and 'no-CDW' (panel (b)) CVCs demonstrates again that the 'gap-like' CDW-induced density-of-states gapping in the CVCs appear only when the BC section in the gap rose becomes included into the tunneling cone. But what is much more spectacular is the loss of CVC symmetry with respect to the bias voltage sign. It is so, because the nominal S-I-S symmetry is broken by the V-electrode rotation. As a consequence, the current terms originating from the electron-hole pairing and proportional to Σ (k) = Σ 0 (T) f Σ (θ)e iϕ do not mutually compensate each other for both V polarities. Being summed up with other current, J, components that are inherently antisymmetric with respect to the bias voltage sign, they violate the overall CVC symmetry, as was found in BJ studies [109, 138, [220] [221] [222] [223] [224] [225] . Note that the symmetry violation is observed for all θ 0 -values in this experimental setup. Hence, the proper account of tunnel directionality is an important factor for the adequate interpretation of quasiparticle CVCs.
In addition to the conjectures presented earlier [226] , the manifestations of the anomalous term in the rotated (γ = γ ) configurations comprise another reason, why CDWs can lead to the CVC symmetry breaking in the formally symmetric setup. We emphasize that in the absence of CDWs the curves G(V) for the symmetric junctions are symmetric, irrespective of how the electrodes are relatively oriented. Thus, the asymmetry in the dependences G(V) for non-symmetric junctions between superconductors, in which the electron spectrum is suspected to be unstable, can be considered as a smoking gun of the inherent CDWs, especially in the case when the energy gaps cannot be unequivocally attributed. Since the role of the directionality became clear from the calculations presented above, we shall fix θ 0 at a reasonable value of 10
• throughout the remaining part of the paper. orientation), and various α's. In the case α = 20 • , the gaps on the active (giving a significant contribution to the current) FS areas in both electrodes are smooth and do not contain any CDW-induced peculiarities. Moreover, since θ 0 = 10
• is rather small, those areas successfully mimic the sections of an isotropic s-wave SCDW. Furthermore, due to the coherent tunneling and the identical orientation of the gap roses with respect to the current channel, the Σ phase does not manifest itself, and the CVC is symmetrical with respect to the bias voltage sign, as was explained in section 3.2.1. As a result, the corresponding current-voltage characteristics strongly resembles CVCs typical of tunnel junctions between ordinary s-wave superconductors. The same situation takes place for α = 10
• . The smaller degree of FS dielectrization by CDWs results in different values of 'actual' δ and σ (they are indicated in section 3.1) than in the α = 20
• -case. The distinctive CVC points become shifted, but the CVC as a whole preserves its profile. At α = 5
• , the BC sections of the gap rose enter the tunnel cone and lead to additional peculiarities (jumps). This singularity manifests itself in the appearance of a CVC fine structure, but the CVC as a whole remains symmetric. This singularity is narrow in the case concerned, because the dif-
Similarly to what was considered in section 3.2.1, different electrode orientations with respect to the current channel together with coherent tunneling violate the CVC symmetry. • , the antinode-to-node configuration). Again, irrespective of α, non-symmetric components of the tunnel current do not compensate one another, and the final CVC acquires a non-symmetric form. These results demonstrate once more that the CVC asymmetry in the symmetric junctions can be considered as evidence of CDWs even if the CDW-driven additional coherent peaks and their superconducting counterparts merge together. The active FS area of the 0-electrode mimics the s-wave superconductor gap, whereas that of the V-electrode contains a node and can be approximately considered as belonging to a normal metal. As a result, the final CVCs have some common features with CVCs for the tunnel junction s-wave superconductor-normal metal. Again, a fine structure of CVC emerges when the active FS section of 0-electrode includes the CDW-induced gap singularity. Figure 6 (c) demonstrates the same CVC set for the same electrodes, but in this case the latter have the symmetric orientations γ = γ = 45
• (the node-to-node configuration). As a result, the exhibited CVCs are symmetric again. Even at α = 20
• , the sections of electrode gap roses in the tunnel cones do not include singular points. Therefore, the corresponding CVCs remain smooth, except for the zerobias voltage region. The CVCs for α = 5
• and 10° almost coincide, because the values of δ and σ in the both cases are almost identical (see table 1 ). (That is why the α = 5
• -and α = 10
• -CVCs in panels (a) and (b) are also almost identical, with an accuracy to the fine structure in the α = 5
• -case.) For α = 20
• , the δ-and σ-values changes enough (table 1) for the corresponding CVCs to be distinguishable from their α = 5
• -counterparts.
In the case of the stripe CDW configuration ( N = 2), the δ-and σ-values only slightly differ from their values at N = 4 for every α (see the data in table 1). But the form of the gap rose is quite different: it includes two partially dielectrized lobes instead of four (see figure 1) . Provided the given parameter θ 0 = 10 • , the results for electrode orientations, which were analyzed above (figures 6(a)-(c)), will be almost the same. But for the unidirectional CDWs (N = 2), there is also a case that cannot be realized in the checkerboard ( N = 4) configuration. This is the combination γ = 0
• and γ = 90
• . Then, the both gap roses 'look at each other', but the 0-gap rose contributes via its dielectrized lobe, whereas the V-gap lobe via the nondielectrized one. Therefore, the Σ phase ϕ of only 0-electrode enters the calculations. As a result ( figure  6(d) ), the final CVCs look very similar to those depicted in figure 6(a), but they are non-symmetric. The CVC nonsymmetricity gradually disappears together with the reduction of the FS dielectrization degree characterized by the parameter α. Again, when the gap on the active FS part of 0-electrode contains a singularity, the CVC peak splits. Figure 7 demonstrates the same plots as in figure 6 , but for σ 0 = 1.3. Here, the actual σ-values in each case are larger than in the case with σ 0 = 1 (see table 1), and the influence of CDWs becomes more pronounced. For this reason, the singularities in all panels are more separated and better distinguishable. In particular, for the case α = 5
• , it is instructive to compare a rather complicated construction created by two overlapping peaks in figure 6 (b) and well-resolved peak pairs with a clear asymmetry with respect to the bias voltage sign in figure 7(b) .
Another point concerns the relation between the spatial inhomogeneity of electrodes, including their nonstoichiometry, and the possibility to observe the predicted CVC features. In particular, the width of the cutout with abrupt edges (it will be recalled that this feature is associated with the CDWinduced discontinuity BC in the gap-rose, see figure 1(b) ) is determined by the energy distance between points B and C in the gap rose. As one can see from table 1, at σ 0 = 1, this distance is very short, so that the indicated feature will be effectively smoothed out in the inhomogeneous case. At the same time, for larger σ 0 's, this distance becomes rather conspicuous, and we may hope that the feature concerned will manifest itself.
It is no wonder that the CVC dependences on the FS dielectrization parameter α are similar to the dependences on the tunnel directionality cone θ 0 (see section 3.2.1). Indeed, the influence of those two angles can be, to some extent, regarded as mutually reverse. Namely, if we select a certain intermediate θ 0 -value, by changing the parameter α we can either include the FS section BC (see figure 1) into the tunnel cone or leave it outside. And vice versa, the same effect can be obtained at a fixed α by varying θ 0 . Of course, specific CVCs will be numerically different, but the qualitative character of corresponding changes will survive.
The dimensionless parent CDW gap σ 0 is another important parameter describing the relative strength of the electronhole pairing (the parent d-wave Cooper pairing strength being the reference value). As is seen from the results depicted in figure 8(a) and calculated for the configuration N = 4, θ 0 = 10
• , the growth of σ 0 results mainly in the widening of the gap region. Therefore, in this case of strong directionality (large enough electrode separations), it is impossible to detect CDWs in CVCs of such break junctions. The situation changes drastically for the weakened directionality, e.g. for θ 0 = 20
• being twice the parameter α = 10 • , as comes about from the results displayed in figure 8(b) . Here, the directionality cone almost completely encloses the two active rose-gap lobes with all their singular points (see figure 1) . As a consequence, the CVCs exhibit double-peak structures heavily dependent on σ 0 . Therefore, break junctions with small effective inter-electrode distances can serve as a probe of the electron-hole pairing strength.
The CVCs in the BJ configuration N = 4, θ 0 = 10
• is quite another matter. Although the directionality is strong and the double-peak structure is absent, the peak asymmetry induced by the CDWs is very pronounced, as can be inferred from figure 8(c). This trend survives, although being slightly reduced, for the unidirectional CDW, which is 
shown in figure 8(d) for the configuration N = 2, θ 0 = 10
• . It should be noted again that the coherence-peak splitting caused by CDWS can easily be overlooked if the electronhole pairing is weak (σ 0 is small enough). Then, a moderate disorder or an electrode surface roughness can smear the split peaks and fill the gap between them. However, the splitting effect becomes robust against impurity and surface electron scattering when the CDW influence becomes much stronger, e.g. for σ 0 1.1, as can be seen from figure 8(b).
Electrode rotation.
Probably, the angular dependences of the conductances G(V), i.e. the CVC dependences on the electrode rotation angles γ and γ , are the most interesting of our results. It is so because the striking diversity of experimental break-junction CVCs for cuprates probably originates from the varying configurations created by the crystal fracture. From the results presented in the previous sections, one can get an idea how diversified the quasiparticle CVCs are even if the electrodes are rotated with respect to the current channel by angles multiple of 45°. As a result, the curves G(V) for arbitrarily non-symmetric configurations, when either one of the angles γ and γ or both of them are not equal to 0
• , become very involved. Before making a presentation of the corresponding dependences, it is instructive to make a comparison of CVCs for the SCDW junctions and purely superconducting ones for a selected set of param eters and rotations not being multiples of 45 • . First, let us consider CVCs for the configuration N = 4, γ = 45
• , and σ 0 = 1 (the upper plot in figure 9(a) ). It is clear that, in the framework of our approach, all three distinct coherent peaks (for each bias voltage polarity), which are apparent in the conductance G(V), are generated by the removal of quasiparticle states from two energy gaps ∆ (T, θ) and D (T, θ) in the electron spectrum. Moreover, the small but conspicuous asymmetry of the peak structure confirms that the CDWs do affect the electron density of states. It is, however, not clear (i) why the number of peaks does not coincide with the number of gaps? (ii) Which peak is predominately driven by the superconducting gap? And (iii) which peak is the result of the combined action of two order parameters?
To obtain the answers, the no-CDW dependence G(V) was calculated for the same geometry (the lower plot in figure 9(a) ). The superconducting coherent peaks seem to become the same as in the upper plot. However, the results turned out counterintuitive. Specifically, a two-peak pattern appears without invoking any CDW! The absence of the CDW is clearly recognized, because the asymmetry of the curve displayed in the upper subpanel of figure 9(a) and appropriate to the SCDW disappears in the bottom subpanel.
Actually, the superconducting coherent peak splits due to the directionality of tunneling between the pieces of d-wave superconductor. Indeed, for the V-electrode gap rose inclined at the angle γ = 15
• and the small opening θ 0 = 10
• , the passage of quasiparticles from the left to the right is different for two lobes of the V-electrode. At the same time, the 0-electrode is almost turned off the game by its 45
• -rotation, so that the CVC looks like that for an S-I-N junction. As a consequence, two distinct maxima appear in the integrated product of the gapped densities of states contained in equation (16) . Now, when the CDWs come into play (the upper plot in figure 9 (a)), two Σ-sectors enhance the gapping at the d FS sections. In the absence of superconductivity, a peak should appear at eV = Σ 0 (T) outside a partial dielectric gap in the conductance G(V) for non-symmetric junctions, whereas in the symmetric junctions, this peak should be observed at eV = |Σ 0 (T)|, as well as additional jumps at |eV| = 2Σ 0 (T) [193] . When both order parameters act in synergy in the configuration concerned, the Σ-related gapping at |eV| = Σ 0 (T) exists for both V-polarities, but no Σ-related features emerge in the eV = 2Σ 0 (T) neighborhood. The amplitudes of the CDW-related peaks are not equal for positive and negative V because, as was indicated above, the junction is actually nonsymmetric. Since the parameter σ 0 = 1, an additional CDW feature emerges inside the split superconducting coherent peak.
To confirm our speculations, we calculated CVCs for the same set of parameters as in figure 9(a) , but for the gap roses equally tilted in both electrodes: γ = γ = 15
• ( figure 9(b) ). In the no-CDW case, the simultaneous correlated 15
• -rotations of both crystal pieces ensures the S-I-S character of the CVC (the bottom subpanel in figure 9(b) ). Moreover, the conductance G(V) is symmetric. Contrary to what is inherent to the configuration γ = 45
• , the superconducting coherent peaks are not split because the relevant gapping is complete for γ = 15
• , and θ 0 = 10
• . Therefore, for planar BJs, purely superconducting CVCs may be split or not, depending on the rotations of fractured samples. If the CDWs are present, each of the single superconducting peaks is split, as in the configuration γ = 45
• . At the same time, the dependence G(V) remains practically symmetric. If the strength of the parent electron-hole pairing becomes substantially larger than that for the d-wave Cooper pairing, the CVCs for dSCDWs should change their form. Indeed, in figure 10(a) , the dependences G(V) are shown for the same parameter set as in figure 9(a) , but for σ 0 = 1.3. It is readily seen that the reference no-CDW curve (the bottom subpanel) calculated in the same manner as its counterpart for σ 0 = 1, is qualitatively the same as the curve in the bottom subpanel of 9(a). In particular, the superconducting peak is split. This splitting remains almost intact in the SCDW phase, since the peaks corresponding to the combined gap (13) lie outside the superconducting-gap region. The dielectric gapping is wide, and the peak in the positive-voltage branch is high. However, due to the configuration asymmetry, its partner in the negative-voltage branch is suppressed by the interference between the terms corresponding to the conventional Green's functions and the anomalous 'interband' ones, G ib , as is seen in the upper subpanel of figure 10(a) .
In the tilted symmetric configuration with γ = γ = 15
• and σ 0 = 1.3, the CVCs of which is demonstrated in figure 10 (b), the CDW-driven peaks are shown to be well outside the superconducting-gap region similarly to those for γ = 45
• and γ = 15
• . However, the CVCs are symmetric for the same reason as in figure 9(b) .
Knowing the origin of the CVC features for the BJ tunneling in the ab-plane, we can present the overall panorama of the angular dependences for arbitrary configurations created after the sample fracture. Let us start from the checkerboard CDWs ( N = 4) . The dependences on the rotation angle γ of the V-electrode are shown for different rotation angle values γ of the 0-electrode in figure 11 . The CDW parameters were σ 0 = 1 and α = 10
• for all figures. One can see a large variety of CVCs, being apparently d-wave or s-wave like. Different CVCs are formed under the decisive influence of the directionality effects. The latter select certain combinations of the d-wave lobes, which determine the tunneling peculiarities. The intertwining of the electron-hole and Cooper pairing leads to the multiple-peak structures. Since each BJ configuration obtained by the fracture is unpredictable, the resulting CVCs differ substantially. Only the totality of experiments can represent the full picture.
The results for the nematic phase [13, 78] , when CDWs are unidirectional ( N = 2), are depicted in figure 12 for the same set of parent parameters, as in figure 11 , but other angles γ's. The conductances are very striking similarly to the checkerboard case. However, the peak appearance is quite different for both types of CDW structures. Since, both checkerboard and unidirectional CDWs can be found in the same materials [78, 154, 227] , the number of possible CVC patterns increases.
Finite temperatures
In section 3.2, we presented results obtained for zero temperature. Nevertheless, the temperature evolution of the differential tunnel conductances G(V) is very important as well, being an additional way to detect CDWs both below and above T c [107, 137, 219, [228] [229] [230] .
The T-evolution of G(V) is displayed in figure 13(a) for
, and γ = 0 • . The parameter t = T/T c denotes the dimensionless temperature. From figure 13(a) , it is readily seen that the s-wave-like symmetric CVC (high directionality!), which is formed by the both order parameters Δ and Σ, gradually loses the predominately superconducting coherent peaks with increasing T. At T = T c , the singularities at |eV| = Σ(T) are already suppressed by the finite T, while the others at |eV| = 2Σ(T) survive, the both being inherent to partially gapped CDW metals [193] . For T > T c , the CDW traces smoothly die out. The strong logarithmic singularity at eV = 0, which is shown to increase with T, is appropriate to superconducting s-wave superconductors [189] as well as to partially gapped normal CDW metals. However, it is clear from figure 13(a) that this singularity also disappears for high enough t (see the upper subpanel). If the γ value is chosen to be 45 • , the CVCs change drastically, as is demonstrated in figure 13(b) . The non-symmetric G(V) acquire new peculiarities, associated with the enhanced tunneling of thermally excited quasiparticles with energies equal to the difference of involved gaps. Note, that new singularities at one bias-voltage polarity look like deep negative minima, being a precursor of a possible instability and a manifestation of the CVC nonlinearity. Similar features, which had been observed in various tunnel junctions involving high-T c oxides [231, 232] , were later discussed in some detail [197] . All distinct features driven by the involved energy gaps disappear above T c , which leaves an anomalous CDW background distorting the normal metal Ohmic conductance [193] . Negative differential conductances were also observed recently at finite T in the organic Peierls insulator TTF-TCNQ [233] .
In the dSCDWs with N = 2, i.e. in the case of unidirectional CDWs, CVCs for the symmetric, γ = γ = 0
• , configuration are almost the same as in the checkerboard case ( N = 4). Hence, we considered different rotation-angle combinations. In figure 14(a) , the conductances G(V) are represented for N = 2, σ 0 = 1, α = 10
• , θ 0 = 10
• , and γ = 45
• and varying t (solid curves). The dashed curves describe their no-CDW counterparts. The comparison makes it possible to isolate the CDW-related peculiarities. One sees that CDWs strengthen the differential gap features emerging at t > 0 for one V polarity and results in the overall CVC asymmetry.
For the configuration N = 2, σ 0 = 1, α = 10 • , θ 0 = 10
, and γ = 90
• , the distinction between the no-CDW and SCDW conductances is also substantial (see figure 14(b) ). In particular, a strong complicated sub-gap structure is observed rather than the conventional logarithmic peak near V = 0, the outer gap edges being slightly shifted.
If the parent electron-hole pairing strength noticeably exceeds that for the Cooper pairing (σ 0 = 1.3), the resulting CVCs are similar but with the shifted singularity locations, as is shown in figure 15 . In particular, the dSCDW conductances for the configuration N = 2, σ 0 = 1.3, α = 10
• has not much in common with their no-CDW counterparts. Thermally excited quasiparticles lead to huge positive and negative peaks in the sub-gap region. The observation of such features can be considered as a smoking gun of the CDW presence in cuprate electrodes.
It is of interest to illustrate the T-evolution of CVCs in the tilted configuration γ = 15
• (see figures 9 and 10). The corresponding calculations were carried out for σ 0 = 1 and 1.3 in the case of checkerboard CDWs (see figure 16) . One can readily see that the peaks of the CVCs are closely located at T = 0, but move apart with the increase of t. A zerobias singularity appears simultaneously. Only small remnants of the CDWs are persistent above T c . The behavior of G(V) in the cases σ 0 = 1 (panel (a)) and 1.3 (panel (b) ) is analogous, except for the initial distance between two kinds of coherent peaks.
Conclusions
The tunnel conductances G(V) were calculated for the coherent quasiparticle current flowing in the ab-plane of the layered partially CDW-gapped superconductors with the d-wave superconducting order parameter. The tunnel directionality was demonstrated to be an extremely important factor in this experimental setup. It was shown that, even in the absence of CDWs (break junctions made of pure d-wave BCS superconductors), the CVCs may drastically vary depending on the rotation angles γ and γ of the crystalline electrodes. The superimposed CDW-induced features make the CVCs even more involved. Although formally the BJs are symmetric, CDWs make the CVCs highly asymmetric, which is in agreement with the experiment for cuprates. It was demonstrated that break junctions made of cuprates or related materials may be considered as a detector of CDWs. The checkerboard and unidirectional CDWs result in different forms of G(V). The adopted approach was discussed here mostly as applicable to high-T c oxides, for which plenty of data are available. However, the model is quite general and can be further modified to describe other layered CDW d-wave superconductors. Since layered CDW superconductors are very common [6-8, 42, 234, 235] , the main task is to find proper materials, where the order parameter symmetry is truly the d-wave one.
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